Host Tim says:
During the last four days Dublin and the Vulcan ships orbited HTQ13, took on supplies and made the needed repairs.  Two (2) mobile, high output generators were installed on Multak's vessel.

Host Tim says:
After much consultation Delgado's team and the Vulcans discovered the protocol for the dialing machine.

Multak finally convinced Captain Kizlev that the dialing device should be installed on the Vulcan's ship so that if... err when the Dublin returned to its proper "real" time history will not have been changed.

Host Tim says:
All vessels have moved to the coordinates provided by the Kantrell Vedak where the Cormanii had preformed their time incursion nine years ago.

Host Tim says:
<<<Resume Mission: "I'll be home for Christmas... maybe">>>

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
::walks onto the bridge and takes a seat at his console:: Self: That was a nice long bath.

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
:: cautiously looks over the console readings as it's her first time on Alpha shift ::

Host Multak says:
@COM: Dublin: Captain, your CEO agrees with my engineers that we're ready to try this.

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
::on the bridge, having ignored a bath for two days, stressing over the success of the mission, hoping his unique Andorian musk will help relax Rhianna's own tension::

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
:: sees the Captain and tenses up ::

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
::notices the SO's tension and smiles:: Self: I used to be like that.

Host Multak says:
@COM: Kizlev: We're at the coordinates that you were given by Kantrell as to where the Cormanii initiated their incursion.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::shifts uneasily on her feet, feeling tense and ready to get this over with::  CO: We are ready, are we not?  ::looks into his eyes for a strong confirmation::

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
COM: Multak: When this is over, I'll be sure to contact you in the past, even if you won't remember what's happened today. Let's begin. ::looks around to the others:: ALL: Ready to do this?

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
::looks over at the CO and is relieved that they're finally going home:: CO: Aye, Sir. I'm ready here. I just wished we could take some weapon upgrades. ::Smiles:: 

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
CO: Ready sir..err. Captain.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::immediately looks at Multak for his reaction to their Captain's statement because if that is true, then Multak already knows we will be successful::

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
CO:  I am very ready.

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
::looks up to the new bridge officer, and nods to her, knowing the a lot is riding on her talents at her console:: CTO: No weapons, ensign. Today is expeditious retreat. Helm: Adjust heading to prepare for the temporal...excursion.

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
::looks disappointed at the Captain's remark, but understands and nods::

Host Tim says:
<HELM>CO: Aye sir... once more in to the breach as they say. ::moves the Dublin at 1/2 impulse::

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
SO: Do we have calculations for time warp set?

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
CO: All set Captain. Inputting them now.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::takes a seat in the XO's chair and gets set in case the trip back in time is rocky::  CO:  Engineering has said they are confident.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::'gives' all her attention to Kizlev::

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
::tries and looks for a seat beat just in case, but holds onto console instead::

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
:: bites her lip in nervous anticipation ::

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
All: Drinks on me if we don't make it to the right time.

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
::sits up as straight as he can in his seat, his antennae level, and one last deep breath:: ALL/COM: Multak: Commence. Earth needs to make a comeback.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: ALL FIVE VESSELS HAVE LINKED THEIR POWER AND THE DIALING MACHINE IS ENGAGED

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE FIVE VESSELS EMERGE FROM THE DILATION.

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
ALL: Is it working? ::watches the bright spatial distortion effects on the screen, wondering if all is well::

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
CO: Indicators say it is. :; crosses her fingers just in case ::

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
::Checks console:: CO: Scans are picking up 6 vessels 475, 000 km away. 

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::leans forward, barely having felt any disorientation, moves over to operations::

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
::gets a little excited as he pushes buttons like mad::

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
CO: Scans show a powerful energy build up from the other vessels sir.

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
CO: 5 Cormanii one Kantrell vessel, sir. What are your orders

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
CO:  Shall I put out a distress and call to arms to all vessels in the area?

Host Multak says:
@COM: Kizlev: We have emerged on the wrong day... not the fours days previous as planned but on the day that Earth was destroyed!  We have to attack now!

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
CO: Additional information, the time travel has us coming out of the distortion a little later than we planned. We're on the day of the incursion. :: looks to the CO ::

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
::listens to the comm and silently curses:: CO: Sir, red alert?

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::quickly sends out an urgent distress call with the sensor data about the enemy ships and hopes that it will be believed::

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
:: rechecks the information and the coordinates ::

Host Multak says:
@COM: Kizlev: I repeat... We have to attack now!

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
CTO: Battle stations. Full power to phasers and fire at will. COM: Multak: All weapons at targets, open fire!

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
:: looks at the CTO ::

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::listens for any communication from nearby ships, hoping::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE VULCAN SHIPS OPEN FIRE AND ALL BUT MULTAK'S VESSEL ADVANCE.

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
SO: Contact Earth, and get planetary defenses up at the coordinates we're targeting!

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
::pushes the button for red alert and smiles like a happy child::

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
:: nods and attempts to contact Earth ::

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
::readies weapons:: CO: Firing at will, sir. Thank you, sir!

Host Multak says:
@COM: Kizlev: Since I have the dialing machine and generators I will support the action from here.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::sees what that Multak's ship is not going forward on the sensors and 'reaches' for his mind, worried::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE CORMANII BREAK FROM THEIR POSITION AND ATTACK

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
::loads torpedoes and prepares to fire those::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE VULCAN FORM A VEE PROTECTING THE DUBLIN

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
CO:  I have sent distress calls everywhere, including earth, with our sensor data, Sir.

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
ALL: Brace for incoming fire. CTO: Photon torpedoes at the lead ship. Helm: Break past their attack line. Full impulse, then flank their aft arcs.

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
::targets the lead ship with photon torpedoes:: Self: Fire! Fire! Darn, those weapon upgrades would have been nice.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
CO: The Vulcan ships will still be here if their future counterparts are destroyed	.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: TWO LED VULCAN SHIPS ARE HIT BY TORPEDOES; ONE CORMANII IS HIT BY VULCAN PHASER FIRE AND DAMAGED

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
CO: Should we target the damaged Cormanii ship? It appears to be damaged by the Vulcans

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
CNS: Yes...a paradox worth thinking about later.

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
CO: Sir, I got through to Star Fleet Headquarters. They are bringing up all defensive platforms.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: DUBLIN IS ROCKED BY THE CORMANII DISRUPTOR HITS

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
::grabs onto a console as the Dublin is hit::

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
::lurches forward in his chair, barely able to hang on to the arm consoles::

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
CTO: Concentrate fire with them on that ship.

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
CO: Continuing hails to all Federation vessels.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::watches the view screen::  CO:  I think they have logically figured that out and will give their lives for Earth.  They are very brave.

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
::targets the damage ship and fires::

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
CO: Aye, sir, with pleasure.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: TWO CORMANII SHIPS HIT BY TORPEDOES, ONE DESTROYED ONE DAMAGED.

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
::feels more impacts, considering ramming maneuvers if it comes to that::

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
::continues targeting the damaged ships and fires::

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
SO: Any response? CTO: Do we still have tractor beams?

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
::checks console::

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
COM: Federation Vessels: MAY DAY, MAY DAY. This is the USS Dublin and we are under attack from multiple attackers. Their target is Earth. Repeating.......all vessels this is a MAY DAY.

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
CO: Getting sporadic responses sir.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: ONE MORE VULCAN IS SERVERLY DAMAGED

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
CO: Aye, sir, we have tractor beam. What are you thinking of?

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
:: grabs her chair as the Dublin is hit ::

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::continues sending out distress signals and listening for friendly hails::

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
CTO: Target engines on that Cormanii to starboard, knock out its propulsion, lock a tractor beam, and hurl it into that Kantrell ship if you can!

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE VULCANS BODLY ATTACK THE REMAINING CORMANII

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
::compiles with the orders and tries his best to follow it. :: CO: Aye, sir.

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
::wonders what the CO is trying to do::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE KANTRELL VESSEL KEEPS TRYING TO MOVE TO COVER BEHIND A CORMANII SHIP

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
CNS: Rhianna, you can scold me on my pride later, but I'm inventing a new tactic. ::grins wickedly like he hasn't in a long time::

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
CO: Sir, we're getting damage reports from all over the ship.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE CORMANII SHIP ON THE DUBLIN'S STARBOARD SWINGS TOWARD THE DUBLIN DISRUPTORS BLAZING

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
::tries and return fire as best as he can:: CO: Sir, I'm not sure how much more the Dublin can take.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::sends a message to the Kantrell ship from their language that she's picked up that the Cormanii are traitors to them in the future::

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
CTO: Lock tractor now! Diver all power to the beam and engines. We'll take them to the Kantrell.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: MULTAK'S SHIP TAKES SEVERAL DISRUPTOR HITS AND MOVES TO COVER THE DUBLIN

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
CO: Aye, aye, Captain! ::pushes the button for the tractor beam::

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::looks at Kizlev and smiles::  CO: Your strategy is...interesting.

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
CNS: Can you get through to those Kantrell, or are they set to betray us all?

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
CO: Just got a response from Starfleet. It's going to be at least three hours  until we get some help.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
CO:  I just sent an urgent message to them trying to convince them that the Cormanii will double cross them and use them in the future.

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
SO: Those ground control fools. Have them deploy planetary defenses. Who the hell has watch at HQ? Unbelievable.

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
CO: Sir, I'm not an engineering, but the power levels seem to be draining due to the tractor beam.

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
:: shrugs :: CO: I'm not sure they really believe us sir.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE TRACTORED CORMANII VESSEL IS BREAKING APART FROM THE STRESS

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
::monitors the console:: CO: Sir, the tractor beam is complaining.

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
CTO: Irrelevant. Maintain hold and knife fight the Cormanii. Point blank phaser their engines.

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
::smiles and nods:: CO: Aye, sir. Maintaining hold.

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
:: sends Starfleet another message repeating the previous call for help ::

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
::targets the engines with phasers and fire::

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
::grumbles upon hearing the SO:: CNS: Open a channel to the Kantrell, all frequencies.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE TRACTORED CORMANII SHIP'S ENGINES EXPLODE FROM THE DUBLIN PHASER FIRE AND GO OFF LINE.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::repeats her communication to the Kantrell, but more urgently::

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
:: looks over at the CTO :: I'm diverting power to shields and weapons Ensign. Hope it helps.

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
Self: Yes! Another one bites the dust.

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
CTO: Release tractor beam. Get us close to the Kantrell, but do not fire.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE VULCANS ALMOST ACT SUICIDAL IN THEIR ATTACKS

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::hits her console and opens the channel::  CO: You may speak to the Kantrell, Sir.  I have the translator on for you.

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
::looks over to the SO and smiles:: SO: Thank you, Ensign. CO: Aye sir, releasing tractor beam. ::pushes buttons to comply with orders::

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
CNS: Send them a transmission with data proving our cooperation with the Kantrell in the future. Tell them the Cormanii cannot be trusted. I'm hoping their captain is who I think it is.

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
CO: Sir, I have operations working with me to divert all auxiliary power systems to tactical.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE TWO REMAINING DAMAGED CORMANII SWING TOWARD THE KANTRELL VESSEL AND OPEN FIRE

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
SO: Yay! More power ::winks::

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
CO:  Yes sir.  ::already had the information available and sends off the proof to the Kantrell in their language::

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
CO:  Captain!  The Cormanii are turning traitor.  The time machine, can they transport it from the Kantrell?

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
:: wonders if Alpha shift is always this exciting ::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: AS THE CORMANII FIRE ON THE KANTRELL SHIP THE VULCANS ALL FIRE ON THE CORMANII WHICH EXPLODE AS THE KANTRELL BREAKS APARTS INTO SMALL BURNING PARTS

Host Multak says:
@COM: Kizlev: It is done.

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
::watches the view screen in amazement::

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
:: jumps as the ships explode :: Self: Wow!

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
CNS: We should beat them to--- ::watches the Kantrell ship fall apart at the hands of the Vulcans:: COM: Multak: Yes...yes, captain. We could have saved them, you know...

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
::touches self:: Self: I can't believe I've lived through that.

Host Multak says:
@COM: Kizlev: Why would we?

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::cringes and holds her head as the dying and pain 'hits' her full force at once remembering that her mother felt the same thing::

Host Multak says:
@COM: Kizlev: Captain... all of our vessels are heavily damaged. The dialing device and the generators are still functional however.

Host Multak says:
@COM: Kizlev: My engineers tell me it is still possible to try to send you back to your time line.

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
:: looks down as more damage reports begin to come in ::

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::breathes heavily and listens to the communications coming in, feels sick to her stomach::

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
::exhales a deep, frustrated sigh of relief, shakes his head, and looks up at the screen:: COM: Multak: Standby Captain. ALL: Damage report. Are we in condition for another time jaunt?

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
Self: I hate time travel

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
CO: I'm getting casualty numbers now...four dead, twenty-seven in sickbay so far.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::hopes the answer is positive, wanting only to return to their right time::

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
CO: Reports of extras coming on to duty to take the injured places are coming in, Sir.

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
SO: Record the Stardate, Ensign. When we go back, we shouldn't be in this system when these events play out. I don't want to risk any more paradoxes.

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
CO: All main systems are functional, but we need major repairs to all areas of the ship.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
~~~CO:  Please let us return...~~~  ::turns to look at Kizlev::

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
CO: Aye sir.

Host Multak says:
@COM: Kizlev: If we're to do this it should be now. Two of my ships may not be able to participate if we wait and we need their power.

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
:: makes sure the she has the Stardate recorded ::

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
::wonders what will happen to the Vulcans afterward::

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
::turns to Rhianna and nods to her:: COM: Multak: Captain, my thanks for your assistance. One more time then...let's get it over with.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::nods back to Kizlev tiredly::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: ALL THE VESSELS LINK POWER ONCE AGAIN AS THE ATTEMPT TO RETURN THE DUBLIN TO THEIR OWN TIME COMMENCES

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
CO: Science reports ready again sir.

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
SO: Acknowledged. Helm: Take us through.

Host Multak says:
@COM: Kizlev: Beginning now Captain. It has been a pleasure serving with you and your crew.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE DUBLIN ENTERS THE TIME DIALATION HOPEFULLY FOR THE LAST TIME.

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
::toasts the Vulcan Captain with an imaginary cup:: 

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
:: crosses her fingers again ::

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
:: squeezes her eyes closed for the moment ::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE DUBLIN EXIST THE DIALATION JUST 4 LIGHT YEARS FROM LYAT IV WHICH SCANS SHOW IS AS UNDER DEVELOPED TECHNOLOGY WISE AS IT ALWAYS WAS

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
:: peeks down at the readings then smiles :: All: We're home! Star readings indicate that we're where we're supposed to be.

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
::tries and holds down lunch:: Self: Too much time travel is making me sick.

Host Admiral_Kelf says:
#COM: Dublin: I see you have returned to us Dublin.

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
SO: Scan the area...any sign of Cormanii?

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
:: looks up at the CO :: CO: Scans are clear. No signs of the Cormanii sir.

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
All: I sincerely hope not

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
:: grins at O'Neill ::

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
All: My fingers are tired from all that shooting

Host Admiral_Kelf says:
#COM: Dublin: Our scans show you have a lot of damage. Can you make it back to Mars on your own or do you need a tow?

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
:: whispers :: CO: I think we can sir.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::smiles wryly at Kizlev, knowing how insulting that question is::  CO: Captain, shall we tell them where they can take their tow?

CTO_Ens_O_Neill says:
::wonders if they could tow him if he was in an EV suit::

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
CNS: I don't know this admiral. Maybe if he crosses me later, we save the insult for that time.

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
Helm: Take us to dock...but not too fast if we have the speed. ::grins::

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
COM: Kelf: Admiral? Before you send a tug, I think we can manage to make it back under our own power. Our thanks, it truly is good to be back.

Host Admiral_Kelf says:
#COM: Dublin: I understand Captain. We'll escort you to the Sol system just in case.

aSO_Ens_Beaker says:
:: hopes someone has a nice welcome home cake baked for them ::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: ALL EIGHT STAR FLEET VESSELS GO TO WARP 6 ON THEIR WAY TO THE SOL SYSTEM WITH THE DUBLIN IN THE LEAD

Host Tim says:
<<<End Mission>>>
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